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There's a feeling of love, That's infused from above, It's the love we all have for our Mother. Though far, from her

We will think on the years, On the smiles and the tears, We have

portals we may have to roam, Our voices will praise her, even

Let's give vent in this song To our love, true and

far and at her name. When we knock at the gate Of our heav- en-ly
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strong, For Saint Meinrad, our dear Alma Mater.

And are asked for the password, we'll sing it.

Chorus

**animato**

We have a love for Saint Meinrad, Loyal and true to the end;

Proud of her name, Proud of her fame,

Cheer her on forever!
We have a love for Saint Meinrad——Evermore you'll hear
Voices in praise of Saint Meinrad, Our Alma Mater dear.